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Megan McGlover, aka The TRUTHteller, has warmed her way into the hearts of millions around
the world with her no-nonsense style of loving. Affectionately called “Aunty” by many and “Sister”
my others, Megan specializes in giving different perspectives on a wide range of topics through
intense study and research. A student and lover of psychology, here in Stop Lying, she’s
thoroughly studied what a lie is, why lies are told, what lying does to the mind, body and spirit,
and how to fix the damage lying has done. Known as the Comedic Mentor, Megan enjoys
making people laugh as she helps them learn from experience, evolve their knowledge, and act
on developed wisdom. Also the author of Megan’s Thoughts, a go-to for daily meditations,
thoughts, and aspirations, Megan is leading the charge for truth one family at a time. You can
reach Megan directly on her app: MCGLOVERABLE, available on all platforms or visit online at:
meganmcglover.com

About the AuthorDustin Growick loves dinosaurs. He is an educator at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York, where he regularly takes people on tours of the museum. He is also
the Director of Dinosaur Studies at Museum Hack and presents a show on YouTube called "The
Dinosaur Show with Dustin Growick." This is Dustin's second book with DK. His first book with
DK, Utterly Amazing Dinosaur, was published in 2016 and is packed with pop-ups, flaps, games,
activities, and mind-blowing dino facts.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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StopLyingMegan McGloverYou can reach Megan directly for consultations, interviews,
counseling sessions, speaking engagements and booking inquiries on her app:
MCGLOVERABLE, available on all platforms or visit online at:Merchandise, in-person and
online workshop information, conferences, videos, Master Class, and book tour information for
STOP LYING, visit@stoplyingbookGo to StopLyingBook.com for discounts on bundles,
downloads, and your STOP LYING Workbook.Use the code: TRUTHTELLER to 888-974-0165
for your text notifications and stay up-to-date on Megan McGlover’s funny and inspirational
videos.Download and Subscribe to the MCGLOVERABLE App on all platforms for inspiring daily
content and Megan’s inspiring Sunday Morning Meditations.Megan’s Podcast is on all
platforms,“Talking Good with Megan McGlover”@meganmcgloverOn All Social MediaStop
LyingStop Lying Series: Book 1CopyrightAll Rights Reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced, scanned or transmitted in any forms, digital, audio or printed, without the expressed
written consent of the author.This is a work of fiction, Names, characters, businesses, places,
events and incidents are wither the products of the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious
manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is partly
coincidental.DEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to my Mother, Wanda G. McGlover who taught
me to how to seek, teach and speak The Truth. In the conversation we had on the phone right
before she was brutally murdered, we discussed some of our truths and She apologized to me
for any wrongs She may have done that I didn’t quite understand. That conversation changed
and saved my life. Thank You My Ancestor.To my wonderful, magnificent and incredible Dani. I
will soon write a book on Love and it will be about you. I am forever grateful to God, the
Ancestors and the Light of the Universe for bringing you into my life. Thank You, Dr. Jessica D.
Boyd (My Dani), I Love You.To my sister Adrianne Anderson, my brother Andre L. Taylor, my
dear friend and brother Cyril Grosse, my sis Alquincia Selolwane (Akanundrum) and my mentor
Billy Carson. Thank you all for your diligence, confidence against odds, encouragement and
down-right kick-ass example.To my family and my IG/FB/Twitter nieces and nephews, sisters
and brothers… I Am Your Reflection. Keep going and do not give up! I’m here with you. Thank
You for all your support, your love and your continued prayers.A Message of Love from Megan L.
McGloverCONTENTSForewordAcknowledgmentsIt All Begins With A LieWhat Lies aHEADThe
Lying NarratorTriggersWhy LieHow Lying Affects The BodyGenerational LiesPathologyLies
Begat LiesThe Effect of Lies on the Soul and the SpiritCertain SoundThe Healing – How to Stop
LyingAbout the AuthorFOREWORD BY BILLY CARSONSTOP LYINGAt some point in our lives,
we realize that we need to level up. We begin to see life through a different lens. When this
happens, we naturally look for answers. We often ask ourselves “Are the answers out there?”
After reading the book ‘Stop Lying’ by Megan McGlover, you will be ready to stare down the
proverbial mirror and examine your true nature?Megan McGlover queries our minds to dig deep
into the meaning of what it means to be self-aware! We live in a time where everyone is looking



externally for a person to blame for their own inadequacies. Megan does a phenomenal job
teaching us how to become self-aware and how to break down those old holographic belief
systems so that we can begin to shed the veil that has been programmed to cover our eyes.The
way that Megan skillfully exposes the illusions that collapse into our reality is spellbinding. It
reminds me of a famous quote from the movie ‘The Matrix’, where Morpheus says to Neo; “What
is real? How do you define real? If you're talking about what you can feel, what you can smell,
what you can taste and see, then real is simply electrical signals interpreted by your brain.” Then
Morpheus says; “Do you believe that my being stronger, or faster, has anything to do with my
muscles, in this place? You think that's air you are breathing?” Megan helps us to realize that it is
how the life signals that we process are interpreted, and that these life signals determine
whether we are awake or asleep. It is the understanding that everything in this dream world is an
illusion that allows for a new paradigm to immerge.This book “Stop Lying” teaches all of us that
we have a thought structure that is based on our past experiences. We have to unlearn what we
have learned. We must become aware of what we infer on the present from our past experiences
and detach that inference. In essence, we must free our minds. Megan McGlover teaches us to
understand that what keeps the world in chains is our beliefs? We must ask the question “Who
can save the world except ourselves?”Megan skillfully teaches us that belief is powerful indeed.
The thoughts you hold are mighty, and the illusions are as strong in their effects as is the truth. A
madman thinks the world he sees is real and does not doubt it. Nor can he be swayed by
questioning his thoughts' effects. It is but when their source is raised to question that the hope of
freedom comes to him at last. Yet is salvation easily achieved, for anyone is free to change his
mind, and all his thoughts change with it. Once you read this book the source of your thoughts is
shifted, for to change your mind means you have changed the source of all ideas you think or
ever thought or yet will think. Megan teaches us that you free the past from what you thought
before. You free the future from all ancient thoughts of seeking what you do not want to find.I love
you Megan McGlover! Thank you for entrusting me to write this Foreword. It was an honor.Billy
Carson4biddenknowledge.com4biddenknowledge.TV@4biddenknowledge on all social
mediaACKNOWLEDGMENTSTo every scholar before me, I honor youwith my continued
work.Thank youMs. Rose MonteroDr. Maya AngelouToni MorrisonPaul MooneyDr. Claude
AndersonDr. Thomas SowellDr. Frances Cress WelsingJudge Joe BrownIn 2010 Alexander
McQueen filled his body with a cocktail of cocaine, prescription drugs, slit his wrist and hanged
himself… he died in a $40 million home.That same year, Terry Newton a handsome rugby
player, also concocted a fatal brew of steroids, anti-depressants, amphetamines, cocaine, and
alcohol beforetaking his own life.Lee Thompson, a promising young actor ended his life in 2013
by gunshot wound to the head.Kate Spade a 55 year old world renowned designer, was found
hanging from a door knob in 2018… similar to the way Robin Williams was found in 2014.Jeret
“Speedy” Peterson an Olympic medalist,Karyn Washington a young and talentedmotivational
speaker,Freddie Prinze a musician,Jiah Khan a Bollywood actress,Don Cornelius the creator of
Soul Train,Brodie Panlock a 19 year old Australian waitress,Bobbi Kristina Brown a daughter



who died in pain from the loss of her mother Whitney Houston.All of these people and many
many many more have two things in common: 1) they took their own lives (well, Bobbi Kristina
Brown is still under speculation), and 2) it was reported by family and friends, that all of them
suffered from depression and/or some type of mental (emotional) stress. At an external glance of
the aforementioned, we saw glitz and glamour, fame, lives full of laughter and fans, economic
stability, luxury and even dreams fulfilled. But what we don’t see at a glimpse, is the pain, turmoil,
and we certainly didn’t see the lies.Was it the fame that drove them to such unrest? Was it the
possession of too much money and the threat of a drought? Or could it have been just an
overwhelming sense of life itself; the loss of a relationship, loved one, job or illness? While all of
these are factors that contribute to one’s overall emotional state, this is not the direct reason for
them pulling the trigger or swallowing the fatal pill. Rather, it was the lies they believed about the
situations in their lives that strangled the possibility of every other option.Lies killed them.Some
may think that the lies we tell are little “white lies” that give us wiggle room and time to acquiesce
to the truth. Some think lies are necessary because others can’t handle the truth. Some may
even feel that a lie isn’t a serious component in the mathematical equations of life, because
there’s no power in such a small fib told so long ago. But as you will soon ascertain, lies strip you
of your self-worth, caress your guilt and shame, deny you of your happiness, and force upon
your psyche a relentless cyclical of negative narration that is sure to send you to a living grave
above ground.In this book we will look at three different lives and not only identify the lies told
and the lies believed, but we will watch the progression of lies and its eternal affect. It is my hope
that as you read this book you too can began to uncover the truth in your own life while
simultaneously unearthing the courage within to, Stop Lying.Chapter 1It All Begins With A
Lie“There is beauty in truth, even if it's painful. Those who lie, twist life so that it looks tasty to the
lazy, brilliant to the ignorant, and powerful to the weak. But lies only strengthen our defects. They
don't teach anything, help anything, fix anything or cure anything. Nor do they develop one's
character, one's mind, one's heart or one's soul.” ~José N. HarrisThree Stories:Story #1: The
combination of blood, urine and his semen made the room smell of distain. She knew this time
was no different than the several times before - they never got caught and she wouldn’t get into
trouble… so she was in no rush to wash-up. Her uncle Tommy was known in the neighborhood
for having a wondering eye. “You know that nasty ‘olé Tommy will stick his peter in anything with
a hole,” they would say. She walked to the kitchen, as he headed for the door with a grin in his
chin and a cigarette in his mouth. He seemed almost proud of his semen as if they were his
children sprouting out into the world screaming of his paternal accomplishments. Lisa however
felt nothing – that’s what has become of her nine-year-old life anyhow... a lot of nothing. Now
uncle Tommy wasn’t her biological uncle, he was Todd’s brother, the husband of the couple that
adopted her and her baby brother two years ago. Todd and Nancy seemed to be nice enough
and so it was assumed that Tommy was of the same clothe. Entrusting him to babysit appeared
a natural antiphon to the need and so Lisa and Bradley were left in his trusted care.Story #2: At
seventeen all children can have an air about them that wrecks of stubborn audacity. They seem



to know everything and nothing at all, somehow all wound up in every sentence inappropriately
blurted out. Perhaps this is why Michael’s mom repeatedly called the police on him. He did fairly
well in school until he was tall enough and strong enough to defend himself. His step-father
John, the biological father of only one of the five children, a fact he was all too proud to abruptly
interject, found Michael’s newly acquired “self” a threat to his manhood and wanted him out of
the house. Subtly that was his only objection. The intimate exchanges between John and
Melinda, Michael’s mom, became more frequent and even more passionate than usual. While
holding Melinda in his arms he would mention how disrespectful Michael had become and the
peril he posed to the younger children’s advancement. Initially she would retort, but the wear on
her root chakra rendered her powerless. “I’ll talk to him.” She would mumble as she stroked the
hairs on his chest. Michael continued to strut through the house as if he was loved, secured and
mothered. Unbeknownst to him, the man that rocks the boat is also the captain of the ship.Story
#3: “No I don’t have my birth certificate handy ma’am, I am 65 years old and simply want to
renew my license, as I have done several times. What seems to be going on with the DMV these
days? It’s like pulling teeth from a rhinoceros with a pair of tweezers to get anything done”, she
thought to herself. Nicole just wanted to renew her license, which should have been a simple
task outside of finding parking and spending the entire day in a musty-filled room of soap
deprived strangers. “Ma’am there is a discrepancy here and I’m not able to give you further
details until you can bring documentation proving you are who you say you are.” The clerk
retorted without sympathetic distraction. Perhaps she didn’t realize that Nicole had been driving
since she was 12 years old and obtained a driver’s license in every state she lived when it
became legal. After much unconvincing banter, Nicole decided to go to her mother’s house and
ask for a copy of her birth certificate just to appease the clerk. The innocent request was met
with tears of guilt and shame she’d never seen on her mother’s face before. “Here!” Her mother
said as she handed her the fragile paper. Confused at the tears and unwarranted pain, Nicole
carefully opened the folds. “Who is Nicole Wallace, mother?” Now, Nicole found out at an early
age while over hearing an argument between her mother and George, that George was not her
real father. It was a man named Lawrence from down the street her mother had an affair with that
was her biological kin. But Lawrence’s last name was Brown, so why does this say Wallace?
Nicole repeated in an anxious shout, “Mother, who is Nicole Wallace!”The FoundationWere you
ever told that you were fat? Do you see how every time, no matter how long ago you were told
this, when anything pertaining to food comes up, you hear in your head, “You’re fat”? Were you
ever told that you were stupid and the things that you say don’t make sense? And no matter how
many years later, dating all the way back to five years of age, to this very day you hear in your
head, “You are stupid, shut up you make no sense”? What about ugly. Have you heard this at
some point in your life and now break your back to make sure you’re not ugly? You’re fat, too
skinny, stupid, dumb, ugly, hairy, bald, your head is shaped funny, you look just like your daddy,
you’re disrespectful like yo momma, that sin you committed is going to send you to hell, you’re a
sissy, a dyke, a disgrace… shall we go on? These adjectives stick. It becomes an on-going



narrative in your head that proceeds, intertwines, overshadows and culminates everything that is
said to you, felt by you and what you say to others. Think of this narrative as the foundation of a
house – the concrete that is laid before any other layers are added. This narrative has no
respect of person. It can be negative, positive and it can be both. The same is said for those
who were lucky enough to receive positive reinforcements. When someone is told that they are
pretty all the time, it will be hard pressed to make them feel unattractive… that is if they believed
what they were told. This foundation is not just a flat concrete slab, it is an intricately woven
composition that holds the memories of every interaction you’ve ever had and more importantly
the thoughts you hold about the interactions. This can be further dissected through the
attribution theory by Heider (1954) and Weiner (1974). The Theory of Attribution apostolates
that psychologically humans try to figure out another humans behaviors (including things said)
by attributing those behaviors to other events. For example, one can attribute cheating or
adultery to feelings of unworthiness. That unworthiness can come from being told they were fat
and stupid at a young age. This theory can also work to protect us from the painful feelings of
worthlessness. According to Fritz Heider (1958) attributions are used in order to perform
adaptive behaviors which then trigger our cognitive functionalism and the style in which we
attribute these behaviors is based on the outcome we desire in that situation (Weiner, 2008).
These attributions of self-enhancements are used to shield and protect our self-views (self-
protective, Stevens and Jones, 1976) at any and all cost, regardless of the situation or others
involved. Attributions can also be considered a form of rationalization. The lies:In story #1 (Lisa):
You can see that lies are beginning to form for this child at a young age. Even without delving
deep into her past, current circumstances would have us believe that this was not Lisa and her
little brothers first foster home. Questions about her birth parents and biological family began to
rise. “Why are Lisa and her brother left in such treacherous hands? Doesn’t anyone love them
enough to take care of them?” If we are asking those questions from the outside looking in, what
do you think Lisa is saying to herself? Dr. Erik Erikson’s theory on the stages of psychosocial
development will assist us in understanding where Lisa is right now at the age of nine. Stage 1
– Trust vs. Mistrust. Between 0 – 12 months of age, a child develops a trust for people because
their basic needs for survival have been met, or they develop a mistrust because those same
needs have not been met. It is not a deep concept because there isn’t cognitive maturity yet, not
enough to comprehend. At this stage, basic needs are; food, cleanliness, sleep, soothing (when
crying and/or sick) and skin-to-skin contact. Skin-to-skin contact has been proven to make
babies happier, lowers and stabilize their temperature, elevates the baby’s sugar, and
normalizes their breathing patterns. This stage gives way to the basic virtue of Hope. Stage 2 –
Autonomy vs. Shame/Doubt. Between one to three years old (1 to 3 years) the child develops
autonomy or shame/guilt in direct response to the reactions the adults around them have to their
actions. The word autonomy derives from the Greek word autonomia independence or
autónom(os), to be dependent of. In other words, at this stage a child establishes confidence in
the control of their own be(ing) or a sense of incompetency. This stage’s virtue is Will. Stage 3



– Initiative vs Guilt is occurring between the ages of three to six years old (3 – 6 years). Here
activities are initiated on the playground, in the classroom, at the park… social interactions with
other children their age. Self-confidence can emerge brilliantly during this stage when handled
appropriately. For example, when a child runs over to the parents and shouts with great will
(stage 2), “Mommy, I’m going to run up there and come down that slide all by myself!” The
response of the parent/adult at this time is paramount – “Yes, big boy/big girl, you go do that, I
believe in you. I’ll be right here watching.” Or “Don’t do that, you’re going to hurt yourself and bust
you head wide open, and I’m not taking you to the hospital.” See the difference? This stage is the
growth of Purpose. Stage 4 – Industry vs. Inferiority. The stage that Lisa is now in is between
ages 6 to 12. Them vs us… rather them vs. me theorem. In general, children at this stage begin
to compare themselves to others their own age and run down a societal checklist of evaluations,
marking themselves figuratively and literally for the observed imperfections. For Lisa, this
analogy is deeply rooted in her inferiority to the adults around her. She has been treated this
way because she is too young, too naïve, too little, and too alone to defend herself or to be
defended. The virtue in this stage is Competency.*There are a total of eight stages.Lisa has
gone through three and a half stages and not completed one efficiently enough to render
sufficient attributes in her future. She will be plagued with mistrust, shame of her body, doubt in
her own abilities, guilt from the abuse, and have a deathless nagging of inferiority to others. All of
this at the tender age of nine.So, what are the lies? Obviously, all of these negative aftereffects
are a testament to her past and current situation… so where is the lie? Actually, what we should
be asking is, “where is the lie that Lisa believes?” When we began this journey, we identified
several people that took their own lives because of what they perceived about the
circumstances. At the age of nine Lisa believes the lie that she is not worthy of love and no one
will ever genuinely love or want her for who she is. She believes the lie that even if someone tells
her, “I love you”, there can still be an underlining motive. And she believes that due to her
inferiority, she has no control over her own life, thus always being subject to the wills of someone
else.Lies cont.In story #2 Michael, it doesn’t take a wild guess to see what lies are being formed
about women in the eyes of Michael. He’s a teenager in an environment where the man who has
sex with the woman is the one in-charge. The man with the money, the man with the harsh tone
and sharp tongue. The man without sympathy or compassion, is the HNIC (head Negro in
charge)… and plans to keep his rightful place at all cost, whether he is the biological father or
not. We can also see how Michael would believe that he is not worthy of his mother’s love in
comparison to his step-father, because women love their boyfriends (mates) more than they love
their children, no matter how short-lived their relationships.The FoundationHeuristic technique, /
hj   r st k/; Ancient Greek: ε ρίσκω, means to find or to discover. This technique also
simplified as heuristics, is the approach deemed less debilitating on the psyche due to strategic
reliance on the memory of prior events. This less strenuous stratagem makes for a quick
response regardless of reliability or rationality. Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky (1974)
classified heuristics as having three distinctions for problem solving and identifying. Availability



Heuristics is the likelihood and probability of an event’s outcome based on what they can
remember about a previous event (or person) with similarities to the current. It however, does not
take into consideration the different variables the current situation encompasses. In Michael’s
case his quickest or most available memory, is that his mom has always supported him, after all
he has been her king since birth… a nickname she no longer calls him. In the past, Michael was
treasured as the eldest, the tallest, the most handsome and the first boy child. This new
emergence of his stepfather did not sway Michael’s behavior based on the available heuristics.
Anchoring and Adjustment Heuristics are based on the notion that humans have a “root thought”
if you will, about a person, a place, an event and will adjust all other thoughts around that root in
order to keep it concrete. Michael has an anchored thought about his mom based on the
relationship they had prior to his stepfather’s arrival, anything that happens to disrupt that
infrastructure cogitation becomes the catalyst for such adjustment. Which everyone may not be
in agreement with. Representativeness Heuristics is the probability of an event’s outcome
based on an event or similarities of such happenings in the past. For example, perhaps
Michael’s mother had different boyfriends in the past and none of them stuck around. Perhaps
she was even married at one point and got a divorce. If the break-ups had even the slightest to
do with her children or could be perceived as such, Michael may use representativeness
heuristics to guesstimate the probability of his stepfather not sticking around and him winning
this battle.
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Thalia M. Williams, PHD, “The Lies of the Human Condition Revealed. I appreciate the detailed
examples and the connections McGlover makes to help the reader fully understand how
generational abuse and lies start and also a host of strategies that can stop them. Also, see her
deliver Petty Tuesday and host of other videos on YouTube!! Thanks MM!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love it. This book is a must read! Trauma is such a real thing. Megan
does an amazing job explaining it all to you.”

Stormie Custode, “Just purchased!!!. Can’t wait to read it!!”

Maria, “Inspiring. The books heals you.”

The book by Ed Skelding has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 26 people have provided feedback.
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